OPERATION 2010 SNOWFALL
EOC in Demobilization Process

Window Rock, AZ; February 4, 2010 - The Emergency Operation Center (EOC) demobilizing this week with the focus now on the administrative part of the emergency operation due to lack of funds. This involves submittal of reports, due Friday the 5th, from all divisions, departments, enterprises and programs. All emergency response reports of personnel, equipment and transportation, including damages must be submitted to the Finance Section of the EOC.

At the chapter government level expense reports submitted would be related to impacts of the recent snow storm to roads, debris removal, emergency response, buildings, schools, homes, businesses and utilities. Each chapter impacted by the recent snowstorm, must have a map and location of the damage reported. Pictures will also help.

EOC is working with the Arizona Department of Emergency Management Agency (AZDEMA) on preparation of the Preliminary Damage Assessment for the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). AZDEMA and FEMA have to conduct assessment and documentation to meet a threshold so that three counties in Arizona; Coconino, Apache, Navajo and the Navajo Nation will be eligible for reimbursement.
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